
Tea In 60
Mentee Pack
GET STARTED AS A TEA IN 60 MENTEE



The what?
Tea in 60 is a community that seeks to bring about the much needed practical one-
on-one conversations between girls interested in STEM and women already in the
field. In one hour, girls in high school, as well as those that are in or have just
finished tertiary education will have an opportunity to discuss anything they want in
the career of their choosing with a selected mentor.

Why 'Tea in 60'?
Professional women in the STEM field have extremely busy lives. What, with an 8-5,
and home life afterward, it’s catering to the needs of the society in one way or
another without a break. Nevertheless, a great many want to give back and inspire
young girls to take up/remain in the profession. Students and fresh graduates, on
the other hand, are often in a state of uncertainty in their chosen profession. Sure,
there are the usual career guidance days, and talks from acclaimed professionals,
but these are usually in groups, with generic programs, and once-off; there is hardly
enough time for the individual mentee to be listened to, and gain particularly
insightful takeaways from such events. And so Tea in 60 was born, where both
connect, briefly but meaningfully, in 60 minutes. Convenient for the mentor,
impactful for the mentee.



Our mission

To create connection, opportunity and space for Zimbabwean girls and
women in STEM.

Our vision

To see a diverse, culture rich STEM environment in Zimbabwe,
bursting with innovation and creativity.

Our Purpose 

We exist to transform communities by inspiring Zimbabwean girls and
women to realize the endless possibilities within STEM



2 Discovery commitment
Go through a 21 minute discovery session with one
of our team members. This is where we get to know
each other better.

Sign up
Go on to the website www.teain60.org.zw >
mentorship >for mentees and sign up

4 Volunteer
Volunteer for one of Tea in 60 social programs

3 Join us
Commit to your one hour mentorship session join the
LinkedIn or WhatsApp community of mentees

1

How to be a TI60 mentee



How the mentorship sessions work

01

You let us know in
advance which times
and days you are
available for your
session.

02

We pair you with a
mentor.

03

We set up the session
for you and your
mentor.

04

You have the 60
minute session(s).

05

You complete a simple
feedback form at the
end of your session.



Gain practical advice, encouragement and
support

Learn from the experiences of others

Develop your communication, study and personal
skills

Benefits of
being mentored
on Tea in 60

Increase your social and academic confidence, to
become more comfortable in the profession

Become more empowered to make decisions

Develop strategies for dealing with both personal
and academic issues

Get more involved in things within your profession

Develop adult to adult partnerships

Remain valuable to the profession by exploring
new ways to contribute to the profession



FAQs

01

Any young lady who is enrolled in
secondary/high school, a tertiary institution,
or is within two years of graduating from one

WHO QUALIFIES AS A
MENTEE?

02

Yes, you can, for all Zimbabwean girls under 18
years of age

I AM A PARENT, CAN I SIGN-UP
ON BEHALF OF MY DAUGHTER?

03

Yes, this mentorship program is strictly for girls.
However, boys can still make use of the
resources we share on our pages!

IS IT STRICTLY FOR GIRLS?



FAQs

04

At this point, yes. Make the most of it! We still do
have our various pages where mentors will
respond to any other questions you may have

CAN I ONLY GET
MENTORED ONCE?

05

Yes, you still qualify. However, you are
encouraged to sign up in order to make more
meaningful connections

I’VE NEVER USED LINKEDIN
BEFORE…DO I STILL
QUALIFY?

06

Tea in 60 will only coordinate the one session.
We encourage the girls to be proactive and create
their own unique path. Mentor-mentee
relationships need to be organic, and mutual.
Should you feel you really want another session,
get in touch with us and we'll look into it!

WHAT HAPPENS IF I WANT
TO HAVE A LENGTHIER
RELATIONSHIP WITH MY
BOOKED MENTOR?



Get In Touch
With Us

+263718452938

hello@teain60.org.zw

www.teain60.org.zw


